1) The date is ◊ 15th November ◊ 5th November ◊ 25th September

2) The famous rhyme is:

   Remember, remember the fifth of November,
   Gunpowder treason and ……………...  
   We see no ……………………….  
   Why gunpowder ……………………….  
   Should ever be ………………………! 

3) The year they celebrate is: ◊ 1605 ◊ 1606 ◊ 1789 ◊ 1705

4) The monument:
   ◊ Tower of London ◊ Houses of Parliament
   ◊ British Museum ◊ Buckingham palace

5) The conspirator:
   ◊ Michael Jackson ◊ Guy Fawkes ◊ James Fawkes
   ◊ William Shakespeare ◊ Tom Cruise
6) Complete the story with the words from the list:


In __________ (year), G________ (conspirator) wanted to _______ the K_______: he tried to b____ u____ the Houses of P________ (monument) with g____ p______ but the K____ didn’t die.

Every year, on the fifth of N________, people light a b________ (1) to remember what happened. They make a g____ (2) and put it on the b_______. There are f_________ and s________ too.